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This qualitative study, from the domestic adoptee perspective, reflects
the analysis of thirty-seven online stories of adoptee-birth mother/fam-
ily reunions. The present study contributes to existing literature on
reunion outcomes and extends understanding of adoption reconnection
by focusing on the constitution of its meaning. Studies privileging
meaning-making help unravel why certain outcomes emerge and
emphasize the importance of communication in studying relationships.
Framed by relational dialectics theory and examined using Baxter’s
newly developed contrapuntal analysis, a dominant discursive struggle
of romanticized versus pragmatic reconnection emerged. The discourse
of romanticized reconnection emerged from two themes: (a) desire for
physical resemblance and (b) immediate connection. Three themes
constituted the discourse of pragmatic reconnection: (a) birth family
as strangers, (b) desire for health information, and (c) connection not
guaranteed. In addition, a hybrid utterance surfaced providing evidence
of a phenomenon where new meanings are likely to emerge.
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According to Thomas Atwood, president of the National Council for
Adoption (2003), ‘‘Adoption is alive and well in America today.’’ The
2000 census reports that approximately 2.1 million adopted children live
in the United States (US Census Bureau, 2003) and the Department of
Health and Human Services (2011) reported that in 2010 over 55,000
children were domestically adopted with public agency involvement.
Given these statistics, it might come as no surprise that 47% of adults
report that the adoption process has personally touched their lives (Dave
Thomas Foundation for Adoption, 2007). Yet despite the prevalence of
adoption, Galvin (2006) argues that adoptive families must depend on
discourse, more so than other family forms, to establish and maintain
their identities both within the family and to the outside world.

One of the primary reasons for this discourse dependency is the
emphasis placed on the importance of biological ties in defining what
it means to be a family. This discourse of biogenetics results in the
cultural ambivalence surrounding the practice of adoption (Evan B.
Donaldson Adoption Institute, 1997) as well as the stigma endured
by all members of the adoption triad (i.e., birth mother, adoptee, and
adoptive parents) (Wegar, 2000). Adoption ambivalence—simulta-
neously feeling strong positive and negative feelings—for example, is
reflected by studies that suggest even though society views adoption as
second best to conceiving a biological child, adopting a child is still more
favorable to being childfree (Durham, 2008). The discourse of bioge-
netics might also influence adoptees’ desire to reconnect with their birth
family. For example, despite positive outcomes of adoption, adoptees
report that ‘‘searching for genealogical ties’’ is a primary reason they seek
to reconnect with their birth families (Affleck & Steed, 2001; March,
1995; Sachdev, 1992). Additionally, Kranstuber and Koenig Kellas
(2011) argue that ‘‘reconnection’’ to a biological family member is a par-
ticularly salient theme in adoptees’ entrance stories and that the reconnec-
tion theme predicts adoptees’ perceptions of themselves later in life.
Given the importance that an adoptee-birth family reconnection might
have and the ambivalence surrounding adoption, the present study applies
a relational dialectics framework to the context of adoptee reconnection.
The purpose of this study, then, is to illuminate what, if any, competing
discourses (systems of meanings) inform a sample of online domestic
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adoptee stories of their birth family reconnections as well as examine how
the interplay of those discourses constitutes the meaning of adoptee
reconnection.

The Biological Family, Stigma, and the
Ambivalence Surrounding Adoption

Often marked by physical appearance, the presence of biological ties is
one of the most definitive characteristics of what it means to be family
(Docan-Morgan, 2010; Galvin, 2006). Floyd, Mickkelson, and Judd
(2006) describe a biogenetic focus that emphasizes genealogical ties in
defining the American family. This common conception of family has
become so embedded in accounts of biology that critical evaluations of the
family have been largely unthinkable by many sociologists (Bernardes,
1999), and there is evidence that non-biological families are seen as
second-best to those with genetic ties (Crabb & Augoustinos, 2008).

The cultural conception of the family as biologically-bound might
affect how members of alternate family forms negotiate their places in
society. Wegar (2000) articulates, ‘‘The genetic family ideology has had
far reaching consequences for the social institution of adoption and the
individuals most intimately affected by it’’ (p. 363). This might be
influenced by the lay conception that biological parenting is the norm
rather than a choice (Brettschneider, 2004). As a result, many indivi-
duals who belong to an adopted family report that they feel stigmatized
by, less than, and distinct from biological families (Kressier & Bryant,
1996; March 1995). In some instances, adoptive parents even feel the
need to legitimate their families and defend themselves from allegations
of deviance and moral deficiency (Suter, Reyes, & Ballard, 2011).

Yet research indicates that Americans have mixed feelings or often
contradicting ideas about the practice of adoption. For example, Amer-
icans predominantly report that adoption serves a ‘‘useful purpose’’ in
society. Only about a third of those respondents claim, however, unqual-
ified support for adoption (Evan B. Donaldson Adoption Institute, 1997,
p. 4). These findings reveal that the average American still has reserva-
tions about adoption and, as a result, considers adoption a less desirable
option to biological childrearing (Wegar, 2000). Furthermore, this
ambivalence is also evidenced by the contradictory and often competing
images in media portrayals of adoptive families (Kline, Chatterjee, &
Karel, 2009).
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Scholarly Conceptions of Reconnection
and Adoption

Given the importance society places on biological ties, it might come as
no surprise that many adoptees seek to reconnect with a member(s) of
their birth family. Haimes and Timms (1985) found that by gaining
access to their birth mother, adoptees were able to form more cohesive
identities as a result of knowing their genetic and genealogical roots. In
addition, Kranstuber and Koenig Kellas (2011) found that adoptees
included the theme of reconnection in their entrance stories even
though the authors did not prompt them to mention the search for
birth parents. This unprompted response, moreover, emerged as one
of the two most salient factors affecting an adoptee’s identity. Their
findings correspond to a study by Sachdev (1992) that found that adop-
tees often search for their birth parents in response to the need for
a stronger self-concept or more cohesive identity.

Despite its importance, research on adoption reconnection is both
scarce and in some instances, outdated. Primarily, previous research
coalesces around the adoptees’ reason for searching. Yet this research
still provides significant insight into perceived barriers adoptees and
birth families must face and the potential factors that shape their
reunion experiences. March (1997), for example, explores the issues
that would hinder both adoptee and birth mother from making contact
and argues that three issues affect reconnection: (a) uncertain contact
identity, (b) fear of rejection, and (c) a sense of dissatisfaction with
contact. For example, March (1997) found that every adoptee-birth
mother dyad associated the strain of their initial meetings with the
feelings of uncertainty and fears of rejection given the lack of social rules
surrounding reconnection. This finding is especially important because
the lack of a social script suggests the meaning of reconnection is up for
grabs instead of prescribed by cultural expectations.

In addition to reasons for searching, reconnection research also
focuses on particular outcomes of adoption reconnection. For example,
Passmore and Chipuer (2009), who focused on adoption reconnection
with birth fathers, sought to explain how reunion outcomes were influ-
enced by birth father attributes and behaviors. In addition, Sachdev’s
(1992) research found that reconnected adoptees and birth families
exhibited unfixed relationships, experiencing both high and low points.
Specifically, his study revealed that both birth mothers and adopted
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children go through a period of adjustment and accommodation that
varies in length and intensity depending on the ‘‘unrealistic fantasies and
expectations of the relationship’’ (p. 66). In addition, Sachdev’s research
indicates that despite initial fears by adoptees that reconnection would
adversely affect their relationships with their adoptive families, relation-
ships with adoptive parents remained either largely unaffected or
improved considerably following adoptees’ reunions with the member
of their birth family.

Yet despite these informative findings, little is known about why
outcomes might manifest in particularly patterned ways. In other words,
scholars also need to focus not only on the outcome of reconnection but
also on its meaning. Specifically, focusing on how individuals make
sense and constitute the meaning of adoption reconnection can help
unravel why certain outcomes might emerge. Meaning-focused
research, then, needs to play a prominent role in the interdisciplinary
literature on adoption. Despite the importance of studying meanings,
which is a central aim of communication research, Suter (2008) argues
that the fields of sociology, family studies, and psychology often focus
on issues of attachment, development, and adjustment, largely glossing
over the role and importance of communication in the adoption journey.
Within the field of interpersonal and family communication studies,
scholars have addressed internal family communication (Krusiewicz &
Wood, 2001), difference (Galvin, 2003), narrative coherence (Baxter,
Norwood, Asbury, Jannusch, & Scharp, 2012), and privacy issues
(Docan-Morgan, 2010). Additionally, adoption research from the com-
munication perspective has largely portrayed the adoption experience
from the adoptive parents’ perspective (Baxter, Norwood, Asbury, &
Scharp, in press; Harrigan, 2010) or even, in some instances, from the
perspective of the birth mother (Baxter, Scharp, Asbury, Jannusch, &
Norwood, 2012). Understanding the adoptee’s perspective, however, is
equally important (Kranstuber & Koenig Kellas, 2011), especially given
the recent tendency toward open adoption (Cushman, Kalmuss, &
Namerow, 1993) that might make it easier for adoptees to gain infor-
mation that would facilitate a future reconnection.

Historically, adoptions have been shrouded in secrecy or otherwise
closed. These adoptions, typically occurring before the late 1970s meant
that birth parents and adoptive parents did not have contact informa-
tion, and consequently, interaction between adoptee and birth parents
was highly discouraged (Fravel, McRoy, & Grotevant, 2000). Yet
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today, domestic adoptions are more commonly open (Galvin, 2006).
Grotevant, McRoy, Elde, and Fravel (1994) found that many domes-
tic adoptions fall somewhere on a continuum of openness. This con-
tinuum includes confidential adoptions (minimal information
exchanged about health and heritage,) mediated adoptions (informa-
tion exchanged over time by a third party) and fully-disclosed adoptions
(continuous communication between birth and adoptive families.)
Because adoption reunion might simultaneously reinforce the dis-
course of biogenetics while normalizing open adoption, it is likely that
adoption will be subject to increased ambivalence. Consequently, adop-
tion reconnection becomes a particularly productive site to explore com-
peting tensions.

Relational Dialectics Theory

Inspired by Russian philosopher Mikhail Bakhtin’s scholarship, known
as dialogism (1981, 1984, 1986), Baxter and Montgomery (1996) intro-
duced relational dialectics theory (RDT). Baxter (2011) then extended
the original theory, introducing the method of contrapuntal analysis and
reemphasizing the types of discursive struggles that animate dialogism.
The central tenet of RDT focuses on how meaning emerges from the
competition among competing discourses voiced in an utterance. From
an RDT perspective, a discourse is a system of meaning, and an utter-
ance, as defined by Bakhtin (1981, 1986) and Baxter (2011), can be
a conversation, phrase, or interaction where multiple discourses are
potentially at play.

Specifically, Bakhtin (1981, 1986) as well as Baxter and Montgom-
ery (1996) and Baxter (2011) focus on the utterance because utterances
can capture multiple perspectives that might be spoken aloud or might
be implied. In this respect, dialogism’s utterance is not a singular act
from an individual but rather belongs to a chain of prior and anticipated
utterances (Allen, 2000). In other words, utterances are turns in talk;
they are answers to what has been previously spoken and are directed
towards a potential listener. Thus, taking a dialogic perspective means
reading beyond the literal words on the page and taking a closer exam-
ination of their intertextual meaning (Allen, 2000). Because not all
discourses hold equal power (Baxter, 2011), scholars using a dialogic
perspective also attempt to determine which discourses are most dom-
inant and which are marginalized. Consequently, the utterance acts as
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a site for centripetal (i.e., dominant) and centrifugal (i.e., marginal)
struggle (Bakhtin, 1981, 1986).

What is important to understand about Bakhtin’s scholarship and
RDT is that competing discourses are not static but rather have the
potential to create new meaning in any given interaction. Dialectical
struggles assume no ideal end state; rather, relationships are in constant
fluctuation, evolution, and movement and necessarily are characterized
by change. Additionally, Bakhtin (1981, 1984) and Baxter (2011) argue
that narrative is a genre, ‘‘that holds dialogic potential because of its
capacity to place several viewpoints in play simultaneously’’ (Baxter,
2011, p. 143). Baxter (2011) suggests that narratives capture the most
salient aspects of an individual’s lived experience and that some of the
best ones for research are accounts unprompted by the researcher and
outside the context of in-depth interviews. Consequently, this present
study focuses on narratives of adoption reconnection told by domestic
adoptees on a website.

Research Question

This study examines the meaning of an adoptee’s reconnection to
a member(s) of his or her birth family by attending to how the meaning
of adoption reconnection gets constructed in adoptees’ stories of recon-
nection. Further, through a relational dialectics theory framework, the
study addresses the centripetal and centrifugal struggles that help us
understand the culture in which we live as well as puts the struggles
into play with one another. Thus, the study focuses on the competing
discourses that animate speech and from which meanings emerge and on
how the interpenetration of competing discourses constitutes social reality
(Baxter, 2011). Thus, the research question pursued in this study is:

What, if any, are the competing discourses present in adoptees’ stories

of reconnection with a member(s) of their birth family and how does

that struggle constitute the meaning of adoption reconnection?

Method

Data Collection

Baxter (2011) argues that the term native not only means the individual
who participates in the study but also references the individual who is
recognized as a member of a given speech community. Understanding
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the native’s point of view, then, is essential because his or her talk has the
potential to illuminate a general cultural understanding of a particular
phenomenon in addition to the idiosyncratic experience of a particular
individual. Because this project is meaning focused (rather than out-
come focused) valuing the native’s perspective was imperative. To gar-
ner the native’s perspective, adoption stories were selected from
a website that specifically prompted participants to share your story.

After attaining Institutional Review Board approval, a total of 37
stories were sampled from the adoption website adoption.com, ‘‘the
world’s most popular adoption information destination’’ (adoption.com,
2011). Specifically, the sample was pulled from a total of 47 stories that
appeared in the category ‘‘Search and Reunion’’ in the adoptee story
division. These stories specifically pertained to the experience of adop-
tion reconnection and were not excerpts pulled form larger stories about
adoption in general. Of the 47 stories, ten involved international adop-
tees and were removed from the data set. Sampling was limited to
domestic adoption because many international adoptees have no means
to learn information about their birth family, which significantly de-
creases their ability to reconnect. International adoption may also be
distinctly different due to the cultural differences and questions of
nationality that domestic adoptees may not have to or feel the need to
address. In addition, domestic adoptions are four times more common
than international ones in the US (U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services, 2011; U.S. Office of Immigration Statistics, 2010).
All of the stories were publically accessible and not password protected.
The adoptees in these stories represented different ages, sex/genders,
and alluded to a variety of socio-economic statuses. These distinctions
were determined by the adoptees’ reference to being a mother or father,
a teen or an adult, or from general descriptions of their everyday life.
Although many stories were anonymous, some stories contained iden-
tifying information such as names or states. Consequently, all personal
identifying information was removed from each story. The 37 qualified
stories were then transferred to a Microsoft Word document for
analysis.

Typically, researchers employing qualitative methods sample until
the point of saturation. Corbin and Strauss (2008) define saturation as
the point, ‘‘when no new categories or relevant themes are emerging’’
(p. 148). In an attempt to reach saturation, I selected all qualified stories
from the designated category on adoption.com with the intention of
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sampling additional stories if saturation was not achieved as a result of
analyzing this sample. Saturation was reached by the twelfth story;
nonetheless, all stories were analyzed for validation purposes.

Data Analysis

In order to analyze the data, a contrapuntal analysis was performed.
Extending Bakhtin’s dialogism theory, Baxter (2011) introduced the
qualitative method of contrapuntal analysis, a specific kind of discourse
analysis that focuses on the interpenetration of discourses (Baxter,
2011). In other words, a contrapuntal analysis is not a typical textual
analysis but rather incorporates the idea that a text positions itself as
a rejoinder to past utterances as well as anticipates future responses—thus,
Baxter (2011) describes this as an intertextual analysis. Specifically, Baxter
(2011) identifies three essential steps to analyzing a written or spoken
text: (a) selecting a text, (b) identifying discourses, and (c) identifying how
those discourses interplay.

Identifying discourses. After the stories were sampled and readied for
analysis, the text was analyzed in an attempt to identify any discourses
at play. Discourses, or systems of meaning, can emerge in a multitude
of ways. In the attempt to identify both explicit and inexplicit dis-
courses, text familiarization became essential. Consequently, the text
was read thoroughly multiple times. The meaning of reconnection
guided the analysis. Then, initial coding categories were generated
by focusing on the analytic question: What is the meaning of adoption
reconnection? Once an utterance spoke to this question, it was coded.
When the next utterance was responsive to the question, it was either
positioned with the initial code or developed into a new category. This
iterative process of combining and redefining categories continued
until no new codes emerged (i.e., the point of saturation).

Next, themes were generated by integrating the initial coding cate-
gories into larger systems of meaning. Again, this was an iterative pro-
cess that required the combining and refining of codes. Essentially,
these multiple coherent themes coalesced to form a discourse. For
example, in the reconnection stories, the initial coding themes of ‘‘desire
for physical resemblance’’ and ‘‘immediate connection’’ coalesced to
form the discourse ‘‘romanticized reconnection.’’ Additionally, the ini-
tial coding themes of ‘‘birth family as strangers,’’ ‘‘desire for health
information,’’ and ‘‘connection not guaranteed’’ combined to form the
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discourse ‘‘pragmatic reconnection.’’ Once the discourses emerged, ex-
emplars were located from the text.

Identifying discursive interplay. The final step in contrapuntal analysis
is identifying whether the identified themes/discourses are in competi-
tion. Illustrating that discourses are competing is essential, as meaning
is made in the interpenetration of these competing discourses. In con-
trapuntal analysis, there are three ways to identify discourses in play:
(a) show interplay through the use of discourse markers, (b) verify with
the participants that the discourses are competing, and (c) show that
the discourses are typically understood as competing in the larger cul-
ture (Baxter, 2011). Because this was an online sample that allowed no
access to the participants, the first and third identifying mechanisms
were employed.

In order to demonstrate this competition, discourse markers were
identified. Martin and White (2005) identified three distinct types of
discourse markers in their engagement research: negating, countering,
and entertaining. Negating, for example, is a way to reject or supplant
meaning, acknowledging an alternative in order to reject it or to reveal
its irrelevance (Martin & White, 2005, pp. 117–118). Countering often
invokes the use of adjuncts such as even, only, just, and still or adverbials
such as surprisingly (Baxter, 2011). Finally, entertaining often involves
words and phrases such as may, might, must, could, it’s possible that, it’s

likely that, it seems, it appears, and apparently (Baxter, 2011; Martin &
White, 2005). These identifying discourse markers were used as a sen-
sitizing device along with the process of unfolding (Bakhtin, 1984;
Baxter, 2011). Baxter (2011) describes unfolding as a key component
of an intertextual analysis because it highlights how each utterance is
a response to other cultural understandings and previously spoken utter-
ances. Thus, for this study, the process of unfolding requires that the
researcher imagine the adoptees’ story as an utterance positioned in the
utterance chain: ‘‘What could have been said that would make what I am
reading understandable?’’ and ‘‘What does this utterance reveal about
the anticipated response of the listener?’’ Both of these questions pro-
vided context to examine the interplay of competing discourses.

Discursive interplay or competition, although often polemic, can
take several basic forms (Baxter, 2011). In polemic interplay, some
discourses emerge as dominant whereas others become marginalized,
extinguished, or silenced. This interplay can be explicitly articulated or
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hidden. Polemic interplay that is explicit focuses on struggle evidenced
by the discourse markers. Hidden polemic interplay focuses more on the
positioning of an utterance in the context of the culture and is identified
through the process of unfolding. In other words, the hidden polemic
merely gives a ‘‘sideward glance’’ to the dominant discourse (Bakhtin,
1984). Finally, Baxter (2011) argues that when a particular discourse is
so dominant that alternatives are extinguished completely, monologue
exists. On the other hand, utterances can approach or reach dialogue,
a moment when no single discourse dominates and otherwise compet-
ing discourses transform to create new meanings (Bakhtin, 1981, 1984).

Validation Procedures

Negative case analysis was employed when analyzing the data to ensure
credibility. According to Kidder (1981), negative case analysis requires
that one refine a category or theme until it accounts for all units of
analysis (e.g., stories, participants, cases) without exception. Negative
case analysis was selected because only two discourses emerged (roman-
ticized reconnection and pragmatic reconnection) from the data. This
procedure accounts for 100% of the stories and ensures that no other
meaning emerged from the reconnection stories. Throughout the pro-
cess, detailed notes were kept that aided in selecting rich illustrations of
the discursive themes discussed in the results.

Results

Across the sample, discursive work around reconnecting was highly
varied; some adoptees actively gave voice to or privileged romanticized
reconnection (i.e., the dominant discourse) whereas others included
both romantic and pragmatic reconnection discourses in their recon-
nection experiences. Typically, the adoptees’ stories of what it means
to reconnect with their birth mother or members of their birth family
could often be read in response to the question, ‘‘Why would you seek
to reunite with someone who relinquished you?’’ This question nec-
essarily points to the ambivalence that many adoptees and adopted
families experience in American culture. Anticipated judgments were
so prevalent that many adoptees went into explicit detail about why
seeking their birth mother or members of their birth families were
essential or critical for both themselves and their own families. One
adoptee describes:
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It’s impossible to explain to anyone but an adopted person what it’s like

to be adopted. It’s like a deaf person trying to explain what it’s like to be

deaf, or a blind person trying to explain what it’s like to be blind. Some

things you simply have to experience firsthand, to really understand.

I always felt that, rather than being born, I was plopped down on Earth

one day. I never knew where my home planet was, but I often wished

I could go back there if, for nothing else, to see the two people who

gave me life. It’s not like I actually wanted to have contact with them.

Even a picture would have brought me some measure of satisfaction.

I needed some tangible proof that these people really did exist and

I wasn’t hatched out of an egg or brewed in a test tube. (#5)

This excerpt, similar to the other reconnection stories, is explicit about
justifying a reason for desiring a reunion. Specifically, these justifica-
tions allude to the importance the culture places on biological ties in
the meaning of family. Yet even though adoptees felt compelled to
justify their experiences, they often voiced reasons for reconnection
that were motivated by external forces, such as a need for health
information for a sick loved one. Thus, many adoptees constructed
two competing discursive meanings of their reconnection experience.
The first narrative construction of reconnection privileges biological
ties, reinforcing the conception that adoptive families are in some ways
inferior to biological families. The second prototypical narrative con-
struction, albeit less frequent in occurrence than the first prototypical
discourse, constructs reunion as a fact-finding mission, emphasizing
the importance of affection and relational history in the meaning of
family.

Discourse #1: Romanticized Reconnection

Many adoptees told stories that described reunion as a romanticized
connection. This discourse, or meaning system, privileges the lay con-
ception that biological ties are necessary for an individual to lead a happy
and complete life. Romanticized reconnection, then, consisted of one or
both of two themes: desire for physical resemblance and immediate
connection.

Desire for physical resemblance. Most likely a response to the stigma
associated with the adoptive family form (Wegar, 2000), the presence of
physical resemblance is one way of communicating family membership
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and thus garnering social capital (Widmer, 2006). This prevalent theme
presented itself frequently and seemed very salient to adoptees seeking
reunion. For example, one adoptee laments:

It’s difficult to explain to someone who isn’t adopted what it’s like to go

through your entire life having never met a single person who looks like

you. No one ever says that you’ve got ‘‘your father’s eyes’’ or ‘‘your

mother’s hair.’’ No one ever tells your adoptive parents that you’re

a ‘‘chip off the old block.’’ No one ever looks at you while you’re

standing next to your adoptive mother and says, ‘‘The apple sure didn’t

fall far from the tree.’’ (#13)

This theme emphasizes the importance the culture places on physical
likeness. For this adoptee, the lack of a physical likeness to her adoptive
family warranted a desire to reconnect to her birth family. Another
adoptee describes:

When he walked in the door I saw a striking resemblance. I couldn’t

believe how much we looked alike. I’d been waiting my whole life to see

someone who I looked like and was biologically related to. Our bodies

and faces were the same. He stuck out his hand and shook mine and

gave me a hug. That’s when I knew everything was going to be ok.

Although we had just reunited, I finally felt complete. (#17)

Echoing the previous adoptee, this desire for similarity supports the
research by Edwards and Salazar (2009) who emphasize that physical
resemblance is particularly important to adoptive families. They claim,
‘‘Resemblance is something intrinsic to families; they form their identity
through resemblance’’ (p. 76). This assertion highlights how adoptees
may feel as though a physical likeness is not something that is ‘‘nice to
have’’ but an essential part of the way they constitute their identities.
Consequently, those giving voice to a desire for physical resemblance
often ‘‘closed down’’ alternative meanings and approach what Baxter
(2011) describes as monologue.

Immediate connection. Adoptees, in their romanticized construction,
also emphasize the instant connection with their birth mother or birth
family. This theme, again, privileges the idea that a familial bond does
not form over time but is an intrinsic part of being in a family. An
example of this prototypical narrative follows:
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There was an instant connection between my birth family and me

when we first met, even though we were total strangers. I had lived

thirty-two years of my life without them, yet they looked uncannily

familiar to me. I didn’t feel as though I was meeting them for the first

time, but rather, I felt like we were resuming a meeting that had been

interrupted long ago. (#13)

This exemplar counters the idea that ‘‘even though we were total stran-
gers’’ an immediate connection emerged. This adoptee explains recon-
necting with her adopted family was almost like picking up
a conversation with an old friend who she hadn’t seen in a long time.
Ultimately, her description suggests there is a type of familial bond that
transcends time and actual interaction history. Yet while privileging the
biogenetic, the term ‘‘even though’’ subtly acknowledges the relational
component of family. Thus, in this excerpt, the interplay reflects the
privileging of romanticized reconnection and the marginalization of an
alternative discourse. Another adoptee gives her account of this theme:

Our meeting was wonderful and we spent three days holding hands,

hugging and kissing, and all the things mothers and daughters do. We

met the families who lived close and went to dinner and had a little

party afterwards. Everyone just seemed to click and get along really well

and we found out that we had lived pretty much similar type lives. (#2)

In this narrative, the adoptee normalizes her experience by describing
cultural ideals of ‘‘the things mothers and daughters do,’’ ultimately
calling up the ideal of a mother-daughter relationship or what Baucom,
Epstein, Sayers, and Sher (1989) refer to as relationship standards.
Similar to the physical resemblance theme, this discourse privileged
similarity in initiating and maintaining a close familial relationship and
unlike the previous exemplar was more indicative of monologue.

Summary. Adoptee narratives privileged the dominant discourse of
romanticized reconnection, emphasizing the importance of genealogical
roots in the meaning of family. The discursive themes shed light on
previous research that characterizes adoptees and adoptive families as
stigmatized and different from families without biological ties. This
discourse failed to resist lay conceptions that adoption is a second-
best type of familial relationship and was highly monologic. Yet
although this romanticized idea of reconnection dominated adoptees’
stories, some adoptees also observed that the members of their birth
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families were actually strangers, that their search was driven by a need
for health information, or that despite biological ties, a relationship was
not guaranteed.

Discourse #2: Pragmatic Reconnection

Stories that animate this second prototypical construction focus on
pragmatic meanings of reconnection. These meanings pay homage to
alternative forms of family primarily based on affection and relational
history. This idea of pragmatic reconnection stands in stark contrast to the
romanticized meanings previously exemplified. The stories giving voice
to pragmatic reconnection can be read as resisting the first discourse of
romantic reconnection. This second type of narrative contained some, if
not all of the following three discursive themes and evidenced both
articulated and hidden polemic interplay.

Birth family as strangers

Adoptees giving voice to this discourse rejected the idea the biological
ties were necessary for a familial relationship. Although adoptees ex-
pressed this in different terms, the adoptees often made reference to
a lack of relational history. For example, one adoptee describes her
experience:

I have a family . . . When you meet your Birth family for the first time

you meet people that you don’t know. You meet people, and are met by

people who could never live up to the 20 or 30 years of utopian sce-

narios that your imagination made true. In my experience, my Birth

family were very nice to meet, but I got more from the names and the

photographs than I ever did from the people. This is not meant to be

bitter; it’s simply what happened. (#10)

This adoptee clearly views her birth family as strangers and consequently
makes sure to note that she is not angry or sad by this fact but rather is
explaining the reality of her experience. This adoptee also hints at the
prototypical narratives of romanticized reconnection citing that she had
‘‘utopian’’ expectations. Specifically, this adoptee’s words evidence
polemic interplay, or in other words, exemplify negation, which can
be seen when the adoptee explicitly rejects the dominant discourse of
romanticized reconnection in her words ‘‘could never live up to.’’ Specif-
ically, hidden polemic voicing occurs in the last sentence when the
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adoptee clarifies that she is not ‘‘bitter.’’ Her need to qualify her account
suggests that anyone who takes this position may be perceived as bitter
or at the very least is somehow going against cultural expectations. This
example of unfolding clearly illustrates the marginalized position of the
discourse of pragmatic reconnection as it illuminates the adoptee’s per-
ceived need to justify her reconnection experience.

Desire for health information. Some adoptees were very explicit about
a desire for medical information. These adoptees wanted to provide
their children with a medical history, sought to find out health infor-
mation for themselves, and some were instructed by physicians that
discovering their medical history was imperative to their or their child’s
well being. Illustrative of the narratives that focus on health information
is an excerpt by a female adoptee:

I’m 35 years old and was adopted at birth as were my two brothers. My

adoptive parents were always open with us about being adopted and

‘‘SPECIAL’’, so I grew up with a very positive attitude about it.

I thought many times about searching for my birth mother, but I guess

the time wasn’t right for me until last year . . . But being a woman

I began to have worries about genetic diseases like breast cancer, heart

disease etc. . . . I went over every scenario I could in my mind and

decided that I just wanted medical info. (#20)

This woman not only decided that her reconnection was solely about
learning her medical history but also speaks to the importance of her
adoptive family. She speaks to the happy life she led and directly chal-
lenges the idea that adoptive families are less than biological families.
Of note in this adoptee’s account is also her emphasis on the word
‘‘SPECIAL’’ and the effect this had on her attitude about adoption.
Like the adoptee who characterizes her birth family as strangers, this
adoptee indirectly acknowledges that adoptees are somehow different
from other children, that they are ‘‘SPECIAL.’’ By juxtaposing her
‘‘positive’’ attitude with adoption and her decision for only health infor-
mation, the adoptee subtly suggests that she did not need a relationship
with her birth family. Another adoptee writes:

In addition, I know to remain very vigilant in my health care screen-

ings. I now know that instead of having a negative medical history like

I was told by the agency with the non-identifying information I was

given, I have found I have colon cancer, diabetes, breast cancer and
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hypertension on both sides of my parents’ families. This is why I am an

advocate for adoptees’ records being completely opened when they are

21. This way, valuable information like this is passed along. (#4)

This woman, who had a ‘‘wonderful reunion’’ with her birth family,
chose to spend the majority of her account emphasizing the importance
of knowing her health information. Similar to the previous adoptee, this
woman also pays homage to her adoptive family and the joy they expe-
rienced when she was able to learn about her medical history. Taken
together, these adoptees closely tie their happiness with their adoptive
families with their pragmatic need for health information, explicitly
suggesting that their desire for reunion is completely separate from their
relationship with their adoptive family.

Connection not guaranteed. Although not prevalent, some adoptees
spoke to a relationship with their birth mother or birth families post-
reconnection. These stories, contrary to the stories of adoptees who felt
an immediate connection, noted that despite their biological ties and
successful reconnection, that a meaningful connection never emerged.
One adoptee describes her experience with her birth mother:

Though she and I talked often in the beginning, we never really

connected. She was very open talking about people and things, but her

feelings are something private for her. She does not talk about them.

She tells the story of my conception, my birth and adoption, of her life

almost in the third person. The physical details, the facts, are told

bluntly, even the embarrassing ones. The affair with the much older,

married cop, the pregnancy, the birth. She leaves no details out, but she

is reading a story, a report, and the emotions are completely withheld.

(#10)

This adoptee focuses on the importance of sharing emotion, not simply
facts, in constructing and maintaining a relationship. Of note, this
adoptee does not suggest that she is angry with her birth mother about
withheld emotions but conveys that an emotional relationship is neces-
sary for her to have a meaningful relationship. Specifically, this adoptee
conveys her need for emotion by countering the idea that reconnection
is immediate by explaining that ‘‘though’’ they talked with frequency,
they did not ‘‘really connect.’’ She further counters the idea of an imme-
diate connection by continually using the word ‘‘but’’ to explain her
relationship with her birth mother. Similar to the discursive theme of
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‘‘birth family as strangers,’’ this theme challenges the notion that bio-
logical ties are the only necessary factor in being part of a family.

Summary. This second narrative prototype gave voice to a meaning of
family that was primarily based on a relational past and ties of affection.
Unlike the stories that privileged romanticized reconnection, these adop-
tees did discursive work to acknowledge their adoptive families, call
attention to practical reasons for reuniting, and resist the idea that
adoption is second-best. Thus, both hidden and articulated polemic
struggle emerged when adoptees spoke pragmatically about their recon-
nection experience. Specifically, these adoptees indirectly challenged
their stigmatized identities by constructing a pragmatic meaning of
reconnection and resisted notions that adoption is inferior to biological
child-rearing.

Discursive Hybridity

Although many of the stories featured discursive competition, adoptees
also engaged in active double-voicedness (Bakhtin, 1984). In other
words, in light of all the contradicting feelings surrounding reconnec-
tion, adoptees were able to acknowledge both characteristics of the
dialectical tension. Thus, in making meaning of their adoption recon-
nection, some adoptees simultaneously express a romanticized and
pragmatic view of their reunion. For example, an adoptee writes:

Finding my birth family didn’t make me love my adoptive family less,

in the same way giving birth to my second child didn’t diminish my

love for my first. A different and separate love emerged from somewhere

inside me—a love I didn’t even know I possessed until I retrieved it.

(#13)

This utterance clearly pays homage to both the birth family and the
adoptive family, evoking a new meaning of love. On the one hand, the
adoptee feels the immediate romanticized reconnection with her birth
family, but on the other hand, acknowledges her sustained pragmatic
love for those who raised her. Baxter (2011) contends, ‘‘Transformation
marks idealized dialogue in which one discourse no longer oppressively
dominates the other discourses’ and becomes open to the possibility for
newly emergent meanings’’ (p. 139). Thus, this adoptee gives voice to
a hybrid not only in her explicit acknowledgment of both the roman-
ticized and pragmatic but also when she speaks of a ‘‘new love.’’
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Specifically, this hybrid emerges from hidden polemic interplay, in the
sense that the adoptee did not specifically invoke both/and language but
rather her utterance indirectly implies both/andness through negation.
In other words, this adoptee rejects the idea that loving one family
means loving her other family less. By drawing a parallel to the love
she feels for her children, she effectively escapes a false binary where love
is a finite resource. The expression of love and respect in this example
discursively legitimates both families as ‘‘real,’’ embodying the transfor-
mation that celebrates dialogic creativity, the emergence of new mean-
ing (Baxter, 2011). The quality of both/andness and the new emergent
meanings suggest that this utterance can serve as a discursive hybrid.
This utterance productively shares the site of interplay and illuminates
the possibilities for new cultural understandings. The emergence of this
hybrid also signifies that the meaning of adoption reconnection is not
totally solidified, but rather suggests that the discourses surrounding
adoptions have the potential to change.

Discussion

The analysis of reconnection stories told by adoptees seeking to recon-
nect with their birth mothers or birth families both reinforced and
challenged meanings of family in American culture. In contrast to pre-
vious research focusing on outcomes of reconnection, these stories pro-
vide insight into the meaning of adoptee reconnection and larger
meanings of family. Often, the dominant discourse of the romanticized
reconnection ruled the day, reinforcing conceptions of the biological
family as best. This privileged meaning manifested when either no
alternative discourse emerged or an alternative discourse was marginal-
ized through the use of discourse markers. These constructions support
research that characterizes the adopted family as stigmatized and dis-
course dependent. Yet in other instances, the competing discourse of
pragmatic reconnection unseated the dominant discourse, suggesting
that the adoptive family is a desirable family form. This discursive
resistance was evidenced by both articulated and hidden polemic inter-
play. Moreover, in one specific instance, the competing discourses took
on the both/and characteristic of a hybrid, as the adoptee recognized the
existence of multiple realities and a new meaning of love and family.
When read intertextually, these mixed meanings not only reflect cultural
ambivalence but also perpetuate them in the outside world. In fact,
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adoption reconnection, as a phenomenon, spanned the spectrum of
interplay from monologue to discursive hybridity, suggesting that its
meaning is actively changing.

Looking at the big picture, meanings of adoption reconnection are
integrally tied to the ways scholars define the family. The discourse of
romanticized reconnection falls in line with structural definitions of
family, or what Segrin and Flora (2011) refer to as defining the family
by form. This type of definition has been popular with demographers,
policy makers, and those in the legal arena. ‘‘Structural definitions,’’
Segrin and Flora explain, ‘‘do not depend on the quality of the family
interaction or task performance, and they are not dependent on subjec-
tive feelings of group identity or affection’’ (p. 4). On the other hand,
the discourse of pragmatic reconnection better resembles transactional
definitions. Defining the family by interaction emphasizes relationships
or what Baxter et al. (2009) describes as the ‘‘extent that family members
feel and act like a family’’ (p. 172). Consequently, these results suggest
that lay conceptions of family might be resisting structural definitions
and warrant attention from policy makers whose conceptualization
might not be adequate to encompass emergent family types such as gay
or lesbian families.

Limitations and Future Directions

This study is not without limitations. Specifically, one limitation of this
study is that data were not collected longitudinally. Stories, however,
suggested that for some adoptees, meanings of adoption changed over
time as evidenced by adoptees who entered the reunion with romanti-
cized expectations and who later developed more pragmatic perspec-
tives. Given this indication, further research should be conducted to
explore whether adoptees take different perspectives in relation to how
long they have been reconnected with their birth families. Further
research might also include exploring the meaning of reconnection from
the perspectives of both the birth and adoptive families. Another lim-
itation is that the stories sampled only came from one website. An
analysis of stories from another website would determine whether the
findings were in some way idiosyncratic and particular to the website
sampled.

In addition, further research might be conducted to illuminate
whether the discourses of romanticized and pragmatic reunion are
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indicative of all types of reunion rather than reflective of a particular
quality of adoptee-birth family reconnections. Bakhtin (1981) contends
that not only can texts be dialogically expansive or contractive but genres
can also do this work. For example, Stafford (2005; also Stafford and
Merolla, 2007) found that romantic partners sometimes idealize their
partners while they are separated, which can lead to instability upon
reunion when the partners do not meet these elevated expectations.
Thus, reunions in both long-distance relationships and adoption situa-
tions might involve discourses of romanticized reconnection. Further,
the romanticized-pragmatic tension might also manifest in other family
relationships and contexts such as divorced families, family or high
school reunions, and instances of reconciliation. Consequently, this
dialectical tension might be a salient heuristic to consider when exam-
ining relationships and interactions.

Finally, this study contributes to a multitude of scholarly conversa-
tions. First, it adds specifically to the reconnection/reunion literature
and more broadly to the adoption literature by focusing on the
meaning-making and meanings. Second, it satisfies Baxter’s (2011)
critique that too many studies using relational dialectics theory as a the-
oretical framework simply identify competing discourses without put-
ting them into play. Although romanticized reconnection reinforced the
biogenetic discourse, pragmatic reconnection and the hybrid suggest
that the meaning of adoption reconnection might be in a dynamic
process of change. Through the use of sensitizing devises and unfolding,
both articulated and hidden polemic interplay support the assertion by
Baxter (2011) that meaning is unfinalizable. Finally, this study employs
the new qualitative method of contrapuntal analysis, exemplifying the
dialogic approach to studying how the interplay of competing discourses
in stories constitutes meaning.
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